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ABSTRACT
Learning agents increase their team’s performance by learn-
ing to coordinate better with their teammates, and we are in-
terested in forming teams that contain such learning agents.
In particular, we consider finite training instances for learn-
ing agents to improve their coordination before the final
team is formed. We formally define the learning agents team
formation problem, and focus on learning agent pairs that
improve their coordination. Learning agent pairs have het-
erogeneous rates of improving coordination, and hence the
allocation of training instances has a large impact on the
performance of the final team.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Distributed Artificial Intelligence]: Multiagent
systems

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
In multi-agent team formation, the capabilities of agents

are typically assumed to be fixed, and the performance of
a team is the sum of single-agent capabilities. We recently
introduced the Synergy Graph model, where team perfor-
mance is a function of single-agent capabilities and the co-
ordination among pairs of agents [3].

What if some agents can learn to improve their coordina-
tion with teammates? For instance, some learning agents
model their teammates in order to improve the overall team
performance (e.g., [1, 2]). We consider learning agent pairs:
pairs of agents that simultaneously learn, and pairs consist-
ing of a learning and a regular agent. In particular, our
formulation is general in that the rate at which agent pairs
improve coordination is modeled, and not how they improve.
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We formally define the learning agents team formation
problem, where there are a fixed number of training in-
stances for learning agent pairs to improve coordination.
The goal is to form a multi-agent team with high perfor-
mance after all the training instances. Sports provides a
motivating example, where there are limited opportunities
for a coach to train his team before the actual game. The
coach allocates training instances to pairs, and after all the
training, the coach selects which members form the team.

Thus, the performance of the formed team is closely linked
to the allocation of training instances. For example, consider
a team with low performance but with learning agent pairs
that improve quickly. After training, such a team may out-
perform other teams that do not have learning agent pairs,
or pairs that improve slowly. These heterogeneous rates of
learning are initially unknown, so the allocation of training
instances has to balance between exploring and exploiting,
i.e., to improve the estimates of the learning rates and to
improve the performance of the final formed team.

2. FORMAL PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we formally define the learning agents team

formation problem. We first begin with the set of agents and
the definition of a team.

Let A = {a1, . . . , aN} be the set of agents, where each
ai ∈ A is an agent. Let any A ⊆ A be a team. We allow
teams to be any subset of A to signify that teams can be
of different sizes in general, following our formalism in the
Synergy Graph model [3].

In the Synergy Graph model, agents are vertices in a con-
nected graph, and each agent ai’s capability is represented
as a Normally-distributed variable Ci ∼ N (µi, σ

2
i ). We use

a modified version of the Synergy function of our Synergy
Graph model to compute the performance of a team A ⊆ A:

P (A) =
1(|A|
2

) ∑
{ai,aj}∈A

P2(ai, aj), such that (1)

P2(ai, aj) = φi,j · (Ci + Cj)

φi,j ∈ R+ is the level of coordination of ai and aj , that is
a function of the distance between ai and aj in the Synergy
Graph model. In this paper, we ignore the distance between
ai and aj in the graph, and focus solely on φi,j .

Eqn. 1 shows that the performance of a team is a func-
tion of the agents’ capabilities and their coordination. In
our previous work [3], we assumed that the capabilities and
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coordination were fixed and unknown, and we contributed
an algorithm that learned them from observations. In this
work, we are interested in learning agents, and hence team
performance improves over time. Learning agents can be
represented in two ways: an improvement in the agent ca-
pability Ci, or an improvement in the coordination φi,j . Im-
provement in an agent’s capability signifies that the agent
learns more about the task through experience; improve-
ment in the coordination signifies that the agent is learning
to coordinate better with its teammates. We are interested
in the latter case.

In particular, we are interested in learning agent pairs
{ai, aj} ∈ A2. Let L ⊂ A2 be the set of all learning agent
pairs. There are K training instances, where each training
instance is allocated to a learning agent pair {ai, aj} ∈ L.

Let φ
(0)
i,j be the initial coordination of a learning agent pair

{ai, aj} ∈ L, and let φ
(k)
i,j be the coordination after the kth

training instance. Since each training instance is allocated

to a single learning agent pair, φ
(k)
i,j > φ

(k−1)
i,k if and only if

{ai, aj} was allocated the kth training instance.
After every training instance is allocated, an observation

oi,j ∼ P2(ai, aj) is obtained. Note that P2(ai, aj) improves
on expectation as training instances are allocated to {ai, aj},
since φ

(k)
i,j increases.

The goal of the learning agent team formation problem
is to form the optimal team after the K training instances.
We assume that the size n∗ of the optimal team is given,
and define the optimal team:

A∗K = argmaxA⊆A s.t.|A|=n∗E(P (A)) (2)

The performance of a team A ⊆ A after K training in-
stances depends on the number of learning agent pairs in
A, and the number of training instances each pair was allo-
cated. Hence, the allocation of training instances has a large
impact on the performance of the formed team.

3. OUR APPROACH
While we use the modified Synergy function to model

team performance [3], our approach is general and other
multi-agent team models are applicable. We consider two
models of coordination improvement in learning agent pairs:

φ
(K)
i,j = φ

(0)
i,j + ki,j ∗ li,j (3)

φ
(K)
i,j = φ

(0)
i,j +

ki,j∑
k=1

li,j · γk−1
i,j (4)

where ki,j ≤ K is the number of training instances allocated
to {ai, aj},

∑
{ai,aj}∈L ki,j = K, and li,j is the learning rate

of {ai, aj}.
Eqn. 3 shows a linear model, where a learning agent pair

improves its coordination by li,j after every training in-
stance. Eqn 4 shows a geometric model, where the marginal
coordination improvement decreases by a factor of γi,j after
each training instance allocated to {ai, aj}.

The learning rates li,j are initially unknown. Training in-
stances are allocated iteratively, and we use the observations
oi,j to improve our estimate of li,j . We assume that the only
unknowns are li,j and we use a Kalman filter to estimate it
with the observations oi,j . We contribute algorithms that
balance exploring (improving li,j ’s estimate) and exploiting
(training a pair that improves team performance).

4. COMPARISON WITH MULTI-ARMED
BANDIT PROBLEM

The learning agent team formation problem and multi-
armed bandit problem have similarities, by considering a
learning agent pair as an arm, and a training instance as a
pulling an arm. Each learning agent pair has an initially un-
known learning rate li,j , similar to the probability of reward
in an arm. Every training instance provides an observation
that improves the estimate of li,j , and there exists an opti-
mal allocation of training instances if all li,j were known.

The main difference between the two problems is their
goals. The goal of the learning agents team formation prob-
lem is to maximize the mean performance of a team after the
K trials, while the goal of the multi-armed bandit problem
is to maximize the cumulative sum of rewards.

In the learning agents team formation problem, allocating
a training instance to a learning agent pair improves its co-
ordination. However, the performance of the final team may
not be affected unless the pair is in the team. For example,
if ai, aj /∈ A then the improvements from ki,j ≤ K training
instances did not affect A’s team performance. In the bandit
problem, pulling an arm increases the cumulative reward.

5. CONCLUSION
We formally define the learning agent team formation

problem, where team performance is a function of the agents’
capabilities and their pairwise coordination, and the goal
is to form a team with maximum team performance after
all training instances are allocated. The coordination of a
learning agent pair increases when training instances are al-
located to it, and we consider linear and geometric learning
rates. These learning rates are initially unknown, and our
approach iteratively allocates training instances and updates
the estimates of learning rates.
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